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Manager’s comments and overview of the year

Mandy Taviner
Manager

Warrington Speak Up continues to thrive as the lead provider of 
advocacy services in the Warrington area. We have supported 256 
more people and delivered an additional 175 hours of direct issue 
based advocacy than the year before. In total 1460 people with 
complex advocacy needs, between the ages of 18 and 103 have 
accessed independent advocacy. This is in addition to the wealth of 
community engagement and self-advocacy initiatives we have 
facilitated, enabling people to have their voice heard and influence 
strategic decision-making processes.

The strength and impact of self-advocacy is self-evident within our 
vibrant self-advocacy and mental health engagement groups. We 
are proud to see individuals taking more control of their lives and our 
self-advocacy groups challenge decision makers and improve services 
for all. 

Our Time to Change launch event in October promoted our commitment to changing the way 
people think and highlighted the achievements of people with a lived experience as they shared 
personal stories of both experiencing and tackling stigma and discrimination. 

In July, our staff, trustees and self-advocates worked together to develop our organisational three-
year plan for 2019 to 2022, celebrating both our achievements and strengths identifying areas for 
growth as we work towards a sustainable future. 

Whilst we celebrate all that the achievements made, we are mindful of the challenges and 
uncertainties within health and social care and the impact this has on both services being 
commissioned and the quality of life for people in receipt of those services. The need for 
excellent, person centred, independent advocacy services for the most vulnerable in our 
communities will, as a result, increase too. However, we are confident that Warrington Speak Up is 
in a strong position and uniquely placed to rise to the challenge, explore ways to enhance 
service provision, meet increased demand, and continue to deliver a high quality advocacy 
service. Although we are aware that the introduction of the new Liberty Protection Safeguards 
(LPS) will be significantly delayed due to the Covid-19 pandemic, we will remain vigilant, 
committed and courageous in how we approach our advocacy role and continue to ensure that 
people are safeguarded and have their voice heard and rights protected. 

During the last year we have prioritised our social media presence for both our advocacy work and 
Time to Change Hub, seeing a significant increase in our online activity. In addition, a 
talented member of our team used her creative skills to design our Advocacy Tree of Life, 
reflecting all our activity and the core values that underpin our practice. Through the medium of 
storytelling, we have been able to highlight how, through advocacy support, we have supported 
people to achieve their outcomes and live the lives they want,  demonstrating the difference 
advocacy can make in a person’s life. We have included within this report examples of advocacy 
success stories that highlight the power and effectiveness when the same advocate is involved in 
a person’s advocacy journey. 

We continue to place great value on strengthening our partnerships with key local and regional 
3rd sector and statutory organisations and through the work for Time to Change have developed 
positive relationships within the private sector. We will continue to strive towards working in 
collaboration with colleagues across Warrington and the people we support.  
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Although Speak Up’s main income revenue remains Warrington Borough Council, we have spot 
purchase arrangements with several other local authorities, Clinical Commissioning Groups 
(CCG’s) and care providers. Our revenue generated from Spot purchases trebled during the 
financial year. In addition, following the success of the Time to Change Hub we have been 
awarded a grant from the Department of Health to develop an accessible Time to Change project 
aimed at people with learning disabilities and/or autism. 

I am extremely proud to lead such a passionate, committed and hardworking team at Warrington 
Speak Up, with the support, encouragement and wisdom of a dedicated board of trustees. The 
team continually strive to improve their knowledge, develop their skills and areas of expertise and 
to enhance their communication approaches to ensure that the voice of the person they are 
supporting is heard. They are not afraid to challenge, question and probe, and at times make 
themselves unpopular in order to defend and safeguard a person’s rights. As one of our advocates 
recently shared, “being an independent advocate is a privilege because there are not many roles 
where you can genuinely say ‘I’m here for you, to be on your side and help you say what you want 
to say – I have no other agenda!’. 

It is a privilege to be part of a team that supports, respects and encourages one another. We value 
the contribution each team member brings and, together with the trustees, we work hard to ensure 
the work environment is a positive influence, that promotes the wellbeing of all who work within 
Speak Up.

Over the next 12 months we have a number of exciting new projects and initiatives launching, all 
of which aim to improve quality of life, challenge stigma and discrimination, reduce social isolation 
and build meaningful connections. 

As I write this report our communities are experiencing times of great uncertainty and facing 
challenges that we could not have planned for. Whilst remaining committed to continue to provide 
effective and ongoing advocacy services we have needed to be creative in our thinking, response 
and delivery, in order to ensure that the most vulnerable people are supported during the Covid-19 
pandemic. Advocacy may look different at times but our passion and belief in a voice for all, rights 
for all, equality for all and justice for all remains as strong as ever. 

Manager’s comments and overview of the year
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The staff team

Mandy is the Manager 
responsible for leadership 
of the organisation, 
providing vison, strategy 
and purpose, ensuring that 
Speak Up’s values 
underpin all our activity and 
relationships.

Cathy is the 
Administrator with 
responsibility for accounts, 
management systems, IT 
and HR.

Ellen is a Senior Advocate 
with responsibility for 
overseeing IMHA services.

Lisa is a Senior Advocate 
with responsibility for 
overseeing IMCA services.

Pip is a Senior Projects 
Co-ordinator with 
responsibility for 
overseeing Self-Advocacy 
projects, Mental Health 
Engagement and Time to 
Change.

Val is an Independent 
Advocate working under 
the Care Act, Paid RPR, 
Parent and Preventative 
Advocacy streams.

Matt is an Independent 
Advocate working under 
the Care Act, Paid RPR. 
Parent  and Preventative 
Advocacy streams.

Jess is an Independent 
Advocate working under 
the Care Act, IMHA, Parent  
and Preventative Advocacy 
streams. She also 
manages our social media.

Amy is an Independent 
Advocate with responsibility 
for the Paid RPR role.

Jayne is a Mental Health 
Engagement Worker and 
co-ordinates the Warrington 
Time to Change Hub.
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Message from the Board of Trustees

In 2019/2020 Warrington Speak Up has continued to pursue improvements in ways of working to 
achieve the maximum benefit for the people we represent.

As Board members with a governance role, we continue to safeguard the financial and strategic 
interests of the organisation and have taken some time this year to reflect and to review our goals  
We have continued to work with staff on work streams arising from our strategic objectives and the 
action plans resulting from these.  We are confident about the future and direction of the 
organisation moving forward.  

Learning and Development remains a priority for the organisation, to help build the skills and 
knowledge of our advocates.  This year we have seen further development in the skill set across 
the advocates which is recognised not only by our beneficiaries but also key stakeholders.  This is 
reflected in the feedback received and repeat referrals.

The end of the year brought a new challenge with the emergence of COVID-19.  We are 
immensely proud and grateful to our staff for responding so positively in the face of the crisis and 
for finding creative ways to continue to provide high quality support to vulnerable people. The team 
are committed to best practise, and have continued to provide the latest guidance and support 
for both staff and users through updates of key policies and procedures, including responding to 
emergency situations presented by the Covid-19 crisis. This has ensured that advocacy services 
are effective and ongoing, despite significant challenges.

Relationships with key partners continue to thrive, and as we draw the year to a close, comments 
and compliments from the organisations we work with prove our value and importance to the 
sector, both locally and nationally.

The Board of trustees would like to thank the staff and volunteers for their dedication, commitment 
and excellent work - it is changing lives for the better.

Lynne Bennett (Chair), Anna O’Mahony, Mike Horne, Stef Woof

Lynne is our chair of 
Trustees and brings 
expertise of the third 
sector at a strategic level.

Anna has been a Trustee 
with Warrington Speak Up 
since 2006 she brings with 
her a wealth of experience 
and knowledge of adult and 
children social care as the 
CEO of an education and 
care provider.

Mike brings considerable 
experience from the private 
and business sector, bringing 
transferrable skills 
particularly in the area of 
quality systems, business 
planning and growth 
development.

Stef has been a Trustee 
since 2018 and brings a 
knowledge and 
understanding of charity 
governance, partnership 
working and an 
understanding of local 
challenges and opportunities.
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Overview of the year 2019 / 2020
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Project work overview of the year 2019 / 2020
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Warrington Speak Up Advocacy Hub stats

Advocacy hours (Aprl 2019 - March 2020)

Primary support need
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Success stories

My right to go home
Malcolm’s story

About

Malcolm is a fiercely independent 80 year-old man and a devout Roman Catholic. Malcolm has 
worked for his local church for most of his working life and is an important and valued church 
member. 
Malcolm was supported by his Care Act advocate on admission to hospital, following a 
deterioration in both his physical and mental health.
Professionals were extremely concerned about the risks posed to Malcolm returning home, 
however Malcolm disagreed with this and was clear and consistent in his wish to return. The 
advocate ensured Malcolm’s views and wishes were heard and that his right to return home with 
appropriate support was upheld.
Malcolm successfully remained at home for a further eighteen months until sadly his health 
deteriorated once again, resulting in a further hospital admission. 

How we helped

It has always been Malcolm’s wish to remain at home. However, changes in his physical health 
and his reluctance to accept support at home meant a best interest decision was made for him to 
move into residential care.
Malcolm’s advocate was aware of the importance of Malcolm’s faith so worked with his local 
diocese to identify a residential home that would meet his spiritual needs. As the care home was 
not in Malcolm’s local area and given that he wanted to retain links with his local church, Malcolm 
made it very clear that his preference was for a local care home where he could retain close 
community links with his church and friends.
The advocate ensured that Malcolm’s spiritual needs would continue to be met following the move 
and weekly visits to his church with support were part of his care plan.

We believe advocacy really does make a difference in people’s lives. Through the medium of 
storytelling, we have highlighted how people have been supported to achieve their outcomes and 
live the lives they want. The stories of Malcom, Julia, Ethan and Laura particularly demonstrate the 
effectiveness and power of having the same advocate involved in a person’s advocacy journey.
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My right to go home
Malcolm’s story continued

Advocacy outcome

The advocate continued to support Malcolm following the move and to ensure consistency of 
advocacy support also acted as the Paid Relevant Person’s Representative.
Although Malcolm has settled well, and his health has improved significantly, he continues to 
strongly express his wish to return home. The advocate supported Malcolm to raise a Section 21a 
challenge and instruct a solicitor. Unfortunately, the court recently ruled that Malcom needed to 
stay in 24-hour care. However, the court also ordered that Malcolm received the appropriate 
support to maintain his links with his local church and attend services. 
Whilst supported to attend key services in the church calendar, Malcom also has regular visits 
from church friends and receives newsletters and updates. 
Malcolm’s Paid RPR requested that the care home actively identify a particular role for him to 
undertake in order to provide a sense of purpose and support memories of his former paid 
employment. Malcolm now enjoys looking after the small kitchen in his area of the care home and 
providing hospitality to visitors. 

The advocate continues to support in meetings with Malcolm and his solicitor

Success stories
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Success stories

I was involved in the big decisions about me
Julia’s story

About

Julia is 60 years old and lives in a supported living placement under a Deprivation of Liberty 
Safeguard (DoLs). Julia has a learning disability and a mental health condition. Along with Julia’s 
dual diagnosis, she also has physical needs and is receiving treatment. Julia can also present with 
challenging behaviour at times and is known to make unfounded allegations. 

Julia has been deemed to lack capacity regarding her care and support needs and requires 
support to make the big decisions about her life.

Advocacy need

Julia was referred for advocacy support under the Care Act regarding the review of her placement. 
There were concerns raised about the lack of progress of some of the actions to be completed by 
the placement and so regular reviews were being held.

A referral was also placed under the Care Act regarding an organisational safeguard in relation to 
the lack of adherence to policies and procedures of the placement, and staff culture and attitude 
towards clients. 

A referral for an IMCA 39D was initially placed by the local authority for advocacy to support Julia’s 
family member in their role as relative persons representative (RPR) in relation to the DoLS. 

A subsequent referral was placed by the local authority for a Paid RPR relating to the DoLS.

A subsequent IMCA referral was then placed by the hospital under Serious Medical Treatment.

How we helped

As the advocates are multi skilled and qualified this enables Julia to be supported by the same 
advocate throughout all the different advocacy processes. Julia is well known to the advocacy 
service and the 
advocate has developed a strong advocacy relationship, having knowledge and understanding of 
her history and what is important to her. 
The advocate implemented a non-instructed approach using a range of reasonable adjustments to 
support Julia to share her views and participate within each process. For example, the advocate 
created picture boards to support Julia to share her views about her care and support within her 
reviews. 

As the 39D IMCA, the advocate supported the family member to understand their role as RPR and 
utilised easy read information. The family member found this useful but felt that they were unable 
to take on the responsibilities and requested that advocacy support Julia as a Paid RPR instead.
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Due to Julia’s needs, she was unaware of the safeguard but was represented within the safeguard 
process. The advocate met with Julia in private on a regular basis in order for her to share her
views about the placement, which were then fed back into the safeguard process. 

Julia was referred for a serious operation in relation to her physical health needs. The IMCA 
referral was placed at very short notice but as the advocate knew Julia well, they were able to 
respond quickly to the referral. The advocate supported Julia to participate within the SMT meeting 
and was able to draw on their prior knowledge of Julia’s views and wishes in relation to her health.

Outcome

Julia was represented in each process and her rights were upheld. The safeguarding, and care 
and support issues were addressed by the organisation and Julia appears settled in her placement 
with the support of key staff. 
Within the role of the Paid RPR, the advocate makes regular visits enabling Julia to share her 
views and any concerns about the placement. 
Julia was able to contribute meaningfully in her SMT meeting due to the continuity of advocacy 
support. The longstanding relationship enabled her to be as in control of the meeting as much as 
was possible. It was important for Julia to be involved in the big decisions about her health and to 
feel in control, including signing the relevant documentation in the same way as other 
professionals in attendance at the meeting.

 

Success stories

I was involved in the big decisions about me
Julia’s story continued
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Success stories

I knew my advocate and I had a plan
Ethan’s story

About

Ethan is 40 years old and lives in Warrington. Ethan has a mental health condition which has 
impacted on his role as a parent. Ethan’s children have been known to children social care for 
some time and he has had intermittent engagement with mental health services. Ethan has the 
support of his family but at times can find it difficult to express himself to them when he is in crisis. 
During periods of crisis, Ethan accessed a local mental health respite placement and worked with 
the mental health user engagement worker from Speak Up.

Ethan historically accessed the advocacy service under parent advocacy regarding the family’s 
involvement with children’s social care. This included support to understand the process, prepare 
for and support within the local authority meetings. 

Since this time Ethan’s mental health deteriorated significantly and court ordered that the 
children be removed from his care and placed with family members. As a result of the deterioration 
in Ethan’s mental health, he agreed to a voluntary admission to a psychiatric hospital. Whilst in 
hospital, Ethan’s mental health continued to decline and he was subsequently sectioned under the 
Mental Health Act.

Advocacy need

Ethan was referred for advocacy support as an informal patient when he was first admitted onto 
the ward. As Ethan has previous experience of accessing advocacy, he was familiar with the role 
and the service. Ethan also self-referred for advocacy support under parent advocacy in regards to 
the family care proceedings process. Later in the advocacy process Ethan accessed Independent 
Mental Health Advocacy (IMHA) support. 

How we helped

The advocate explained their role and Ethan’s rights. Ethan had the support of his family within 
ward rounds but benefited from advocacy support in preparing for these meetings. When Ethan 
was detained under the Mental Health Act the advocate supported him to both understand the 
process and section and enabled him to participate within the meeting. 
In addition, the advocate supported Ethan within the family care proceedings process. As Ethan 
was in hospital the advocate liaised with ward staff and arranged for private rooms to be made 
available on the ward in order for the solicitor appointments to take place on the ward with the 
support of his advocate. 

Outcome

Ethan’s right to access legal representation throughout the care proceedings whilst detained under 
the Mental Health Act was upheld. In addition, the advocate held a meeting with the ward staff 
and Ethan to put together a support plan that identified the times in the legal process that may 
significantly impact on his mental health. This plan was shared with the solicitor and reasonable 
adjustments adhered to ensure that Ethan remained safe and cared for whilst upholding his right 
to access information.Ethan had the support of an advocate who knew him well and who was able 
to support him through each process. 
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Success stories

I was involved in the process and I felt safe
Laura’s story

About
 
Laura is 38 years old and lives alone in Warrington. Laura is a vulnerable adult with a dual 
diagnosis of a learning disability and a mental health condition. Laura struggles with reading and 
writing and has difficulty in expressing her opinions. Laura has a history of substance misuse and 
was being targeted by local drug dealers. The drug dealers were using Laura’s property to sell 
drugs and used threatening and intimidating behaviour towards her. Laura does not have a stable 
support network and felt extremely unsafe in her home.  Laura’s mental health deteriorated, and 
she agreed to a voluntary admission into a psychiatric hospital.

Advocacy need

Laura was initially referred for advocacy support under the Care Act regarding the safeguarding 
concern, and later for a care and support review. In addition, she accessed advocacy for informal 
patients. In line with the organisations’ ethos of continuity of advocacy, the same advocate 
supported Laura for both issues.

How we helped

The advocate met with Laura on the hospital ward and explained the advocacy role and 
safeguarding process. Laura wanted to attend and participate in the safeguard meetings, which 
are usually held in the council buildings, but she feared for her safety if she were to leave the 
hospital ward. Considering Laura’s views and wishes, the advocate put in reasonable adjustments 
to support Laura to be involved in the safeguarding process. The advocate supported Laura to 
voice her concerns and arranged for the meeting to be held on the ward. The advocate used easy 
read information throughout and supported Laura to prepare for the meetings. Laura had no 
previous experience of the safeguard process, therefore, the advocate arranged for Laura to meet 
with the safeguarding chair with advocacy support, prior to the meeting taking place. 

Several safeguard meetings took place all of which were held on the ward and Laura had access 
to advocacy support throughout. Due to Laura’s learning needs the advocate created easy read 
minutes of the safeguard meetings and read these through with her to support her understanding 
of the process. 

Laura shared that she wanted to address her drug addiction and access a substance misuse 
support agency. Laura engaged extremely well within their programmes. Due to Laura’s 
continuous fear for her safety, she shared that she wished to move away from the local area. 
Taking into account these two issues, Laura felt that a specialist addiction housing support 
placement would be most helpful for her future recovery.

Laura shared that she wished for the drug dealers to be charged by the police. The advocate 
supported Laura within an informal interview with the police to share her views and wishes.
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Success stories

As the advocate took on a dual role, they also supported Laura as in informal patient on the ward. 
The advocate explained their role and supported Laura to understand and exercise her rights. 
The advocate helped Laura to prepare for ward rounds and provided support within the meetings 
regarding her care and treatment. The advocate used easy read information to support her 
understanding within this process. 

Outcome

Laura was engaging very well with her care and treatment on the ward and was ready for 
discharge. Despite a delay in identifying a specialist placement Laura was eventually discharged 
and moved into her new home with a specialist support package. 

The advocate supported Laura within her review of her new placement under the Care Act. Laura 
shared that she is very happy and feels safe in the placement and is progressing well.

Laura says:

I was worried about going off the ward and so pleased to have the safeguard meetings on the 
ward. The meetings went alright. All the professionals did their best. I felt listened to and got to 
put my words across. The easy read minutes helped me to understand and I kept them in a safe 
place. It was good to have the advocate in the ward rounds too. 

I was involved in the process and I felt safe
Laura’s story continued
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Self Advocates meeting friends, building confidence, having a voice and making a difference
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Self Advocates meeting together to speak up, share their views and make a difference
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                                   Working to change the way we think and act about mental health
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Feedback

Warrington Speak Up, well, where do I begin….  For very little investment Warrington Speak Up 
have done nothing short of an amazing job developing the Time to Change Hub in Warrington on 
behalf of Warrington Public Health.  Their professionalism, commitment, dedication and genuine 
hard work has seen a concept grow incredibly in such a short space of time.  Warrington Speak 
Up has enabled the voice of people with lived experience to be heard and to challenge stigma and 
discrimination around mental health across Warrington.  The achievement of the Time to Change 
Hub is all credit to Warrington Speak Up and without them it would not have been possible.  It has 
been an absolute pleasure to work with them and be part of the journey.
Public Health Warrington

Warrington Speak Up is a key partner agency and stakeholder to Citizens Advice and other 
service providers in the Gateway, and the wider statutory and voluntary sectors.

Their Advocacy Hub provides a full range of services from one location, ensuring that those in 
need can easily access the right kind of support at the times they need it. They ensure that the 
views and wishes of vulnerable clients are not only heard, but are genuinely considered, when 
decisions affecting their lives are being upheld. Without Speak Up some of our most vulnerable 
residents would not get the continuity of support that they need, during some of the most 
challenging times in their lives.
Chief Officer
Warrington CAB

As a Mental Health lawyer I have met many advocates over the years but the IMHA at Speak Up 
has to be one of the best I have met. The IMHA made a referral to the Department of Health to 
request a hearing for this client as they lacked capacity but clearly was stating on numerous 
occasions she wanted to go home. It was an entirely appropriate application and the Tribunal 
Judge endorsed this. The level of support she gave the client was fantastic and her rapport with 
and understanding of the client’s needs assisted me trying to see what her level of understanding 
gain some views to move things forward.
The IMHA is obviously very dedicated to her job and I would say a great asset for the patients she 
helps.
Solicitor
JBS Law

Partner Feedback
Extracts from emails

Warrington Speak Up values the views of the people we support.  Through a variety of means we 
actively seek out feedback from the people who access our services and from our key partners 
This is used to help us review, learn, improve and shape future service delivery. This year we  
welcomed the input and perspectives of people with lived experiences as we worked together, with 
trustees and the staff team, to produce our development plan for the next three years.   

Below are some examples of feedback received this year. 
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Feedback

Partner Feedback
Extracts from emails

The Advocate was able to recognise when the client had not understood and she broke down what 
we were discussing for her to understand and this enabled me to have confidence in the 
information the client gave me. Without the Advocate the client would have been overwhelmed 
with the proceedings and finished without understanding what had happened. The Advocate made 
a huge difference to the client.
Solicitor
Silverman-Livermore

The support provided by the Advocate as a Paid RPR has been invaluable both in supporting the 
client to access the Court of Protection in the first instance, to exercise her right to challenge her 
deprivation of liberty and the current restrictions in place, and secondly, since proceedings have 
been issued, in supporting the client to understand the court process and put forward her wishes 
and feelings.  
The Advocate has evidently built up a strong relationship with the client at a time when she is most 
in need of people she can trust and discuss her concerns with. This has been extremely helpful 
to the litigation team and has contributed to ensuring that the client is comfortable discussing her 
wishes and feelings with both her RPR and with me as her solicitor, and also ensuring that the 
client understands and engages effectively with the court process.  
Solicitor
Irwin Mitchell

Just a quick email to say how impressed I have been with one of your advocates. She is working 
with a woman and has shown incredible compassion and focus in enabling her to have a voice in 
her meetings. It’s a very sad and complex situation made significantly better with the Advocate’s 
facilitative skills helping the client to express how she feels and the questions she has. 
Care Provider

The advocates carry out detailed reviews of the Client’s and their needs and regularly attend 
upon them with the sensitivity required. Advocates ensure that Client challenges their placement if 
deemed appropriate and assist to explain the process and keep them updated. An excellent a very 
professional organisation who are providing a vital service to those most vulnerable. 
Solicitor 
GHP Legal

During my contact with advocates, I have always found that they understand their role and ensure 
that the person’s rights, feelings and wishes are expressed.  Advocates use a range of tools 
including drawings, photographs and pictures, to support people to make choices. They ensure 
that a person is involved in processes and decision making, this is evident from my observations 
and also reading BI meetings, which have been held with the service user present and also when 
the service user was not present. 
Best interest assessor and Approved Mental Health Practitioner  
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Feedback

Partner Feedback
Extracts from emails

I believe we have a strong partnership. The office is always welcoming when I attend and I feel like 
part of the team. When doing joint project work staff are very professional and have lots of 
knowledge and experience. The engagement worker is supportive and really good at engaging 
with some of our most hard to reach residents. Here’s to another year of great partnership 
working!
Torus Foundation Warrington

The Project Co-ordinators skill and personal style are truly appreciated and valued. Their no 
nonsense, human touch to supporting people discuss really tough issues and exploration of 
identifying personal solutions to take control in a situation that has been out of control, have been 
invaluable to supporting people local to Warrington and also across the wider Northwest footprint.

The Project Co-ordinator supported colleagues from Warrington Speak Up to take part and be 
heard in a range of opportunities from the NW Regional Forum Conference to Cheshire/ Mersey 
Confirm and Challenge Groups to local discussions about important issues that need feeding back 
to bosses.

Speak Up’s responses in support of self-advocates are always timely and accessible. Warrington 
Speak Up can be relied on to represent local people at all levels.

The Project Co-ordinator has supported the wider representation from the Advocacy Hub to help 
inform and advise wider discussions around statutory and non-statutory (but equally important) 
advocacy to ensure these important rights are understood and upheld.

Pathways Associates are proud friends and colleagues of the team at Warrington Speak Up and 
long may that continue.

Congratulations on another successful - and difficult - year everyone.

Director/Chief Executive 
Pathways Associates CIC
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It’s good to have 
someone listen and 

explain things

I’ve found it really helpful 
having someone fill me in on 
what can and can’t happen 

and chase things up 

The ward round 
submission form 

really helped

My IMHA made 
sure I was 
listened to

I felt more 
reassured having 
an advocate on 

my side 
My Advocate is 
very helpful and 
non-judgemental 

My Advocate was very 
informative and I 

understood clearly how 
they could support me

My Advocate was very 
friendly and made it 

feel more like a 
conversation

I felt completely 
understood and 

listened to and it made 
a positive difference to 

my situation

My Advocate really 
supported me to get my 

daughter discharged from 
the interim care order

My IMHA helped me 
feel more positive 

about my ward round

Client Feedback 
I appreciate having an 
advocate. It’s helped me 
think things through and 
make sure of my rights  

Thank you so much for 
helping me explain to the 

doctors. I wish I had you full 
time because I know that I can 

trust you a hundred percent

This has been a really difficult 
and upsetting time but 

throughout it we were confident 
that the advocate was acting in 

mum’s best interests

Advocacy support 
invaluable as mum has 

had opportunity to share 
her views openly and 

honestly, great job

My advocate helped 
me get my way 

Thank you for 
being my voice

Having an 
advocate made 
me feel more 

confident 

I did it, I 
spoke up, it 
felt great. 
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I would never know 
about what is going 
on if I didn’t come to 

speak up group

Because I’ve built my 
confidence at speak up I’ve 

changed my life, I’m in 
control now

Knowing that there are so 
many people who have a 
learning disability getting 
together in groups and 

speaking up is amazing, I’m 
proud to be part of that

The group makes me 
happy, I’ve built my 
confidence so much 

 

I come here to get 
information and to 

have my say, there’s 
no-where else like 

the group

Self Advocacy makes a difference 

I really didn’t think that anyone was 
interested in what I had to say – 

then I came to speak up and 
people listen to me, even the big 

bosses from the council and health

The team at speak 
up are all so 

friendly, they treat 
me like one of the 

team… like I 
matter’

Coming to the 
speak up group 

is the best part of 
my week

I come here to get 
information about what is 
happening and important 
changes, if I didn’t come 
here I just wouldn’t know 

I love coming to 
the speak up 

group and seeing 
all my friends

The highlight of my 
year is the Blackpool 

self-advocates 
conference 

Speaking to the big 
bosses in Blackpool 

is powerful


